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Crash W/
Injuries

19-93137

Bird of Paradise
and Big Horn

Sex Offense
Baker Act

19-93143
19-93164

Bickshire Ln
Ryberry Dr

DV Monitor
Violation

19-93176

Village Dr

Assist Other
Agency

19-93244

I-95 at the 281
Mile Marker

Missing
Person
AdultRecovered

19-93087

Papaya Street

Rollover crash involving single vehicle. Vehicle was traveling NB on
Bird of Paradise when it lost control on a curve, left the roadway
and struck a power pole causing it to rollover. The power pole was
snapped off the base and the vehicle sustained severe damage. The
female driver was airlifted to Halifax and the two juveniles in the
vehicle were seat belted in and driven to Halifax. FHP notified and
responded. TOT FHP
Suspicious incident reported. Active investigation.
Female taken into custody under a Baker Act. Report made Deputy
Lentino
Call for master tamper alarm on subject’s ankle monitor. Subject,
S1, has a history of tampering with ankle monitor device. Contact
made with victim to confirm her safety. Contact was made with the
male at his residence, and his ankle monitor examined for evidence
of tampering. Male was arrested and transported to the FCIF
St. Johns County SO was pursuing a vehicle southbound on I-95 ref.
two charges of Agg battery on LEO, Agg assault on LEO and retail
theft. FCSO units responded to I-95 to assist by deploying stop
sticks. FCSO got a positive stop stick hit on the suspect vehicle at
the 284 mile marker. St Johns County pursued the vehicle to the
281, where it went DAV. Two subjects fled from the vehicle, while
the back seat passenger surrendered in the vehicle. VCSO K-9, St.
Johns County Air One, and FCSO K-9 were deployed to locate the
fleeing suspects. FCSO K-9 located one of the subjects hiding in the
woods near Universe Court. Units could not locate the driver. S1 of
Orlando was arrested for felony violation of probation. S2 of
Orlando was arrested for obstruction of justice (resisting w/o
violence) and felony violation of probation.
M1 was recovered and removed from NCIC as missing.
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